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MESIA IN THE NEWS

MESIA IN THE NEWS

DUBAI EYE: Drive Live

RENEWABLE NOW: MENA Ready for Massive Solar Roll-Out in 2018,
Pipeline Nears 12 GW

6 March

9 March
According to MESIA’s Annual Solar
Outlook Report 2018, the photovoltaic
(PV) project pipeline in 2018 amounts
to 11.86 GW. There are also 4.9 GW of
large solar projects under construction,
including 1.8 GW in Egypt and nearly
a gigawatt combined in Jordan and
Morocco. Projects bigger than 10 MW
with a combined capacity of 1.14 GW
have been awarded or are under tender.
Read more

ENERGY DIGITAL: MENA Solar Projects Pipeline Predicted to
Double in 2018
7 March

Talking about where the solar industry in the region
is heading with Gurmeet Kaur, Marketing and
Communications Director at the Middle East Solar
Industry Association (MESIA), which has released its

latest MESIA Solar Outlook Report.
Listen here

REUTERS: MENA Solar Power Projects Pipeline Set to Double in 2018
6 March
Following the great success story of
the Renewable Energy Trade Mission
to KSA in October 2017, Middle East
Solar Industry Association and Joint
Forces for Solar are proud to return
to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The
conference aims to bring together local
decision-makers including government
authorities and key developers with
international companies from the solar
industry to encourage the exchange of
ideas and expertise and pave the way
for business partnerships.
Read more
According to a report released by the Middle East
Solar Industry Association (MESIA) 2018, this year’s
MENA solar pipeline will feature approximately
13GW of renewable energy projects. The MESIA
Solar Outlook Report indicates that 90% of the total
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will be accounted for by photovoltaic (PV) solar
projects, at 11.86GW.
Read more
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MIDDLE EAST SOLAR NEWS

GULF NEWS: Solar Powers Middle East Electricity: 25,000 to Attend
21 March

SAUDI ARABIA: SoftBank and Saudi Arabia are creating world’s
biggest solar power generation project
27 March

Solar is now undoubtedly one of the fastest-growing
sectors in the region, with the Middle East Solar
Industry Association putting the number of solar
projects under execution throughout Mena at 3,610

with another 1,300 projects under tender.
Read more

Saudi Arabia and Japan’s SoftBank expanded their
partnership on Tuesday, announcing the world’s
biggest solar power generation project at a press
conference in New York.
The endeavor was estimated to cost $200 billion
through 2030 to build out all 200 gigawatts of the
project.

KANAV DUGGAL: SNAPSHOT OF THE MONTH
“Over the last three to four years, the renewable energy
industry in the MENA region has experienced strong
growth. Countries in the region have announced
ambitious renewable energy production goals to
help decarbonise their economies and manage the
growing electricity demand”.
by Kanav Duggal
Research and Content Manager
MESIA
Read more
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The 200 gigawatts of capacity will be spread
throughout Saudi Arabia.
The first two solar parks will be able to generate
7.2 gigawatts of power and are scheduled to begin
construction this year and start generating electricity
in 2019.
Read more

EGYPT: Egypt’s Largest PV Plant Inaugurated
15 March
German firm, ib vogt and Egypt’s Infinity
Solar inaugurated first 64.1 MW PV farm
in the Aswan Governorate, Southern
Egypt this week. pv magazine, which
attended the event, reports on the future
plans of the two partners, and looks at
the Egyptian solar market.
Read more
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MIDDLE EAST SOLAR NEWS

UAE: Mohammed bin Rashid Breaks Ground on World’s Biggest
Concentrated Solar Power Project

OMAN: 28 Companies Respond to Oman’s 500MW Solar RFQ
3 March

21 March

Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and
Ruler of Dubai HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum broke ground on the 700MW fourth phase
of the Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park,
the biggest Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) project

in the world. The start of the new project advances
the UAE’s global leadership in the use of clean and
renewable energy.
Read more

The Oman Power and Water Procurement Company
(OPWP) has received 28 proposals in response to a
request for qualifications (RfQ) for a 500-MW solar
project, the company has revealed.
The competitive process was launched at the end of

JORDAN: Selects Finalists to Bid for 300MW of Solar, Wind Power
11 March
The 31 companies selected for the four
solar power plants include Linuo Group,
FRV Solar Holdings, ACWA Power, Chint
Solar, Total Solar and TBEA Xinjiang
Sunoasis, Minister of Energy Saleh
Kharabsheh said in a phone interview.
The plants would each have capacity of
50 megawatts, he said.
Read more
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December 2017 with the aim to select a developer
for a 500-MW solar complex in Ibri. The deadline for
accepting proposals was February 22.
Read more

BAHRAIN: Bahrain issues tender for solar IPP project at landfill site
13 March
Bahrain’s Electricity and Water Authority
(EWA) has issued a Request for Concept
(RFC) to selected developers for the
construction of an IPP solar power
project at the Askar landfill site, in the
Southern Governate of the Kingdom of
Bahrain.
Read more
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UAE: Dubai Awards $348 Million of Contracts for New Power Plants

UAE: DEWA showcase solar desalination technology in Jebel Ali

17 March

28 February

The innovative solar garden is irrigated using the
Potable Solar Desalination unit, which is one of
DEWA’s innovations to desalinate water using
photovoltaic solar panels. Al Tayer, accompanied
by Nasser Lootah, Executive Vice President of
Generation at DEWA, and Marwan Bin Haidar,

Executive Vice President of Innovation and the
Future, reviewed the latest power-generation and
water-desalination innovations by the Generation
Division.
Read more

DUBAI: Million Solar Stars Spearheads First-Ever International
Jr. Solar Sprint Race
15 March

Star innovators and engineers
from Denver Academy in the U.S.
and Universal American School
in Dubai competed in the first
International Jr. Solar Sprint Race
last week. Learners designed
and engineered solar model cars
to race under the sun on their
respective sides of the planet.
Read more
Dubai Electricity & Water Authority confirmed that it
awarded contracts worth 1.28 billion dirhams ($348
million) to build four substations at the same time to
increase the capacity and efficiency of its electricity
10

and transmission networks, the utility said in an
emailed statement.
Read more
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Regional Premiere: Planet Power

Follow-up Event – Briefing & Networking Forum Saudi Arabia

Date: May 2nd – 7:00pm
Venue: IMAX, Mall of the Emirates, Dubai

Date: May 8, 2018 | 9.00 am – 4.00 pm
Venue: Sheraton Riyadh Hotel & Towers (Olaya), KSA

Premium Sponsor

“PLANET POWER” tells the story of electricity, from
the first spark created by man’s hand to the largest
power plants, the age of miracles to that of industry,
from Benjamin Franklin’s kite to Solar Impulse, the
first solar-powered plane capable of perpetual flight.
12

Thus, it is also a story of pioneers, scientists and
inventors, one that began 200 years ago, driven by
innovation.
Book your seat

Gold Sponsors

Following the great success story of the Renewable
Energy Trade Mission to KSA in October 2017, Middle
East Solar Industry Association and Joint Forces for
Solar are proud to return to the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. The conference aims to bring together local
decision-makers including government authorities

Silver Sponsor

and key developers with international companies
from the solar industry to encourage the exchange
of ideas and expertise and pave the way for business
partnerships.
Read more
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UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS

Kuwait Sustainable Energy And Technology Summit 2018
Date: 3-4 April 2018
Venue: Jumeirah Messilah Beach Resort Hotel & Spa, Kuwait

The upcoming Kuwait Sustainable Energy and
Technology Summit is taking place on 3-4 April
2018 in Kuwait. Aimed at bringing together various
stakeholders like ministries, research institutions
and industry specialists at this unique platform, the

summit will focus on sharing current market trends,
technological advancements and future challenges
in renewable energy and sustainable development.
Read more

Green Business Summit

Egypt Solar Energy Forum

Date: 17 April 2018
Location: Rosewood Hotel, Abu Dhabu, UAE

Date: 17 - 18 April 2018
Location: Cairo

This event will convene business leaders,
policymakers, scientists, academics, and investors,
to offer them concrete strategies and ideas to help
them to prepare for the future, and scale up their
efforts towards ensuring sustainability.

2017 is set to be a remarkable year for Egyptian solar
industry with a record investment of US$ 1.8 billion
pouring into the sector. The Egyptian government
has committed to increasing its share of renewables
in the country’s power mix to 20% by 2022 and 37%
by 2035. At present, the nation only sources around
3% of its electricity generation from renewables.

How can regional policymakers apply lessons learnt
across the globe to their country’s sustainability
plans? What must business leaders do to scale
up action from responsibility to leadership? What
role does the financial industry have to play in
encouraging green investment? What research is
needed to stimulate eco-innovation, and how can
scientific evidence and models facilitate better
decision making? We will be discussing these topics
and many more during the forum.

The Egypt Solar Energy Forum 2018 is going to bring
together industry leaders, developers, regulators,
investors, EPCs, consultancies and solution providers
to Cairo to discuss the latest development of Egyptian
solar market, and challenges & opportunities in the
booming industry.
Register here

Register here

Future Cities Show
Date: 10-12 April 2018
Location: Dubai World Trade Center
The second edition of the Future Cities Show is set
to take place from the 9th to the 11th of April 2018 in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The show will highlight
the latest and the most innovative technologies,
which are set to change the future.
This show is based on the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals, which were set by the United Nations and
was adopted by 193 countries in September 2015.
The show also incorporates the 10X Dubai directives,
which were set by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President, Prime
Minister and Ruler of Dubai. of the world.
Register here

MENA New Energy 2018
Date: 24-25 April 2018
Location: Hyatt Regency, Dubai
Here’s 4 reasons why 2018 is a year not to miss:
Saudi Arabia is to take PV to a new level- Review the
Round 1 and 2 tenders and the lessons learnt from
C-level developers, investors and government
CSP’s role in the DEWA IV era- Review the lessons
learn from ACWA Power’s 700 MW project and
where CSP could be deployed in the future
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Energy storage’s future in MENA - Assess storage’s
business case, tech forecast, future storage tenders
and the prospect for 24-hour electricity
Explore markets for net metering, captive/off-grid
solar and private offtake – It’s not all about utility
scale! Review the full spectrum of opportunities for
renewables in MENA
Register here
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AN EYE ON AFRICA

WHO’S WHO

Africa Energy Forum 2018
Date: 19-22 June 2018
Venue: Paradis & Dinarobin Beachcomber Hotel

The Africa Energy Forum (AEF) is the global
investment meeting for Africa’s power, energy,
infrastructure and industrial sectors. Now in its 20th
year, AEF brings together senior decision-makers
active in Africa’s energy sector to form partnerships,
identify opportunities and collectively move the

industry forward. AEF has a loyal following of
credible players working in the power space, and
a track record of delivering a valuable networking
experience.
Register here

North Africa Renewable Energy Summit 2018
Date: 9-10 May 2018
Location: Casablanca, Morocco
In North Africa, Morocco, Egypt, Algeria and Tunisia
enjoy huge renewable potential to be developed.
Under the support of Morocco Agency for Sustainable
Energy (MASEN), we are delighted to announce
that North Africa Renewable Energy Summit 2018
(NARES 2018) will be held in Casablanca, Morocco on
May 9th-10th, 2018. NARES 2018 will not only focus
on the Solar power and Wind power development
in North Africa, but also involve the energy storage
future application in the North Africa region. The
summit will attract more than 300 leaders to share
the latest progress of the renewable industry in
Northern Africa!
Register here
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ULRICH SCHELLER

General Manager and Partner
GILCO CONTRACTING & BUILDING WORKS L.L.C.
What are you doing?
General Manager and Partner in MERKUR
UEBERSEEHANDEL GmbH from Hamburg, Germany
since 2002 until today. General Manager and Partner
in GILCO CONTRACTING & BUILDING WORKS L.L.C.
in Dubai , UAE since 2007 until today. I am working in
the German export industry having my main markets
in the MENA region, for the last 36 years. As such
I am well acquainted and well connected with the
local business community. GILCO CONTRACTING &
BUILDING WORKS has been established in 2007 in
Dubai and is a EPC contractor for solar systems in
Dubai , UAE. GILCO is the exclusive distributor of the
MERKUR Ueberseehandel Gmbh product portfolio.
How did you start your journey in the solar industry?
I have always had an affinity to electric power
technology. With the solar technology setting
standard for the future of renewable energies I

recognized the potential of this technology and the
prospects for strong growth over the next decades.
Therefore I started my investment into setting up
an EPC business under GILCO CONTRACTING &
BUILDING WORKS L.L.C. from 2015 onwards. Today
we are a DEWA listed EPC contractor under the
Shams Dubai Solar Roof Top initiative. We are active
in contracting, supply and consultancy for solar
systems throughout the Mena region and beyond.
What is your most memorable moment in Solar?
Receiving the contract for the supply of a DEWA
landmark project in Dubai in 2017, which is for the
CALYXO CX3 solar panels for the Solar Innovation
Center at the Makhtoum Solar Park in Dubai in
reward of 3 years intensive consultancy work with
the main contractor , architects and consultants for
this project.
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SirajPower (MESIA member) Continues its Support of Shams Dubai
With New Partnership
19 March

French President Macron, Indian Prime Minister Modi and ENGIE
(MESIA Member) CEO Isabelle Kocher inaugurate ENGIE’s Mirzapur
solar power plant in India
12 March

In the context of the French State visit to India,
French President Emmanuel Macron and Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated today
Mirzapur solar power plant, Uttar Pradesh’s largest

solar project, with a capacity of 101 MWp , in the
presence of Isabelle Kocher, ENGIE CEO.
Read more

JinkoSolar (MESIA member) Receives “Top Brand PV” Seal from
EuPD Research in Australia, Germany, and Austria
12 March

New solar panel to save 40% of Al Abbar Aluminium’s
energy consumption in Jebel Ali.
SirajPower, the Dubai-based joint venture devoted
to net metering and providing comprehensive
turnkey solutions around solar rooftops in the
United Arab Emirates, today announced the signing
of a new partnership with Al Abbar Aluminium,

the leading family run GCC Façade company.
SirajPower will deliver almost 1MW solar energy and
help the company save nearly 40% of its expected
consumption at its new steel and aluminium facility
in Jebel Ali.
Read more

The Top Brand PV seal is awarded
based on survey responses from
close to a thousand installers and
intermediaries in markets with mature
residential and commercial rooftop PV
sectors such as Australia, Germany,
and Austria. Participants of the survey
rated JinkoSolar positively on aspects
such as brand awareness and brand
management. JinkoSolar is also ranked
among the top module manufacturers
based
on
recommendations
from
Australian, German, and Austrian PV
installers who responded that they are
highly likely to recommend JinkoSolar to
their customers.
Read more
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MESIA MEMBERS SHARE THEIR NEWSLETTERS

Ingeteam (MESIA member) reaches the milestone of 50 GW in the
supply of power converters for renewable energy plants

L&T-Sargent & Lundy designed state-of-the-art 360 MW Bheramara
Power plant dedicated to people of Bangladesh to light up their homes.

28 March

L&T-Sargent
&
Lundy
(L&T-S&L),
engineered 360 MW Bheramara CCPP
dual fuel Combined cycle Power plant
has been successfully declared for
Commercial Operation and handed
over to North West Power Generation
Company Ltd (NWPGCL) on January 5,
2018 by Larsen & Toubro Limited (L&T).
Read here

TUV Rheinland – Newsletter
Ingeteam has reached the milestone of 50 GW in the
supply of power converters for renewable energy
plants. To obtain the same amount of power from
coal, it would have been necessary to burn 36 million

tons of coal that would have emitted 110 million tons
of carbon dioxide.

Jinkosolar (MESIA member):
Half is More When it Comes
to Solar Cells

Desert Technologies (MESIA
member): First Saudi Made Solar
Panel

19 March

19 March

Energy Storage Europe in Düsseldorf
New recourse risks for supply chains in
the solar sector 		
Sun Cup Project Halftime
Capacity expansion in the solar laboratory
in India
Review - TÜV Rheinland at WFES 2018

Read more

“All Quality Matters” Solar Congress and
Award Ceremony
Read here

APRICUM’s Newsletter
This month, we investigate the upstream
consequences of the growing demand
for batteries worldwide, specifically the
imminent challenges of securing a stable
and sustainable supply of cobalt.
Read here

JinkoSolar is one of the first companies to realise
gigawatt-scale mass-production of half-cell products
– by 2018 our HC Series will take the power output
of a 60-cell monocrystalline panel to new heights
of 330Wp.
These advantages have allowed JinkoSolar to reach
unprecedented module shipment numbers. Through a
commitment to R&D, state-of-the-art manufacturing
processes and tight quality control, JinkoSolar has
created the ideal production conditions for industryleading cell and module innovation.
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Desert Technologies (MESIA Member) is very proud
to announce their first Saudi Made Solar Panel
straight from their factory in Jeddah!
Read more
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NEW CORPORATE MEMBERS

BAHWAN CYBERTEK
Partner - Oman
Bahwan CyberTek (BCT) was established in 1999
and is a provider of digital transformation solutions
across industry domains. With strong capabilities in
Big Data & Analytics, Mobility, Cloud and UX / UI,
BCT Bahwan has over 2800 associates with technical
and domain expertise in delivering solutions to Oil
& Gas, Telecom, Power, Government, Banking, Retail
and SCM / Logistics verticals. With a focus on joint
innovation, BCT has partnered with leading global
technology organizations such as TIBCO, Oracle, IBM,
Microsoft and Sigfox to deliver differentiated value to
customers.
Website

CMI GROUPE
Corporate - Belgium
CMI Group is organized to provide its customers
innovative and competitive products and services
while offering personalized monitoring everywhere in
the world.
The operational activities of CMI are grouped into five
sectors: CMI Energy, CMI Defence, CMI Industry, CMI
Environment and CMI Services.
Website
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CONTACT US
If you have a question or would like to speak to us about a project, please contact the
relevant board member below. For urgent queries please contact micheline@mesia.com
Chairman					
President					
Vice-President				
Secretary General 			
Marketing Director 			
Membership Director			
Legal Director				
Research Director				
International Development Director

Abdul Aziz Al Midfa
Ahmed Nada 		
James Stewart 		
Wim Alen 			
Gurmeet Kaur 		
Simon Stevens 		
Derek Kirton 		
Waseem Qureshi		
Karel De Winter		

chairman@mesia.com
ahmed@mesia.com
james@mesia.com
wim@mesia.com
gurmeet@mesia.com
simon@mesia.com
derek@mesia.com
waseem@mesia.com
karel@mesia.com

mesia.com

